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Death lurks everywhere in the Eternal Dungeon . . . even in a Seeker’s bedroom. The Balance 5: Balladeer.
Sometimes it takes an outsider to point out the obvious.
The Seekers (torturers) in the Eternal Dungeon have always expressed contempt toward the Hidden Dungeon in
the neighboring kingdom of Vovim, whose torturers abuse prisoners without restraint. But the balance between
mercy and hell is not so clear as might be thought in either dungeon, and now that balance is about to tip.
"Sometimes Layle wondered why, in the names of all the minor deities, he had chosen a love-mate who kept
him continually off-balance, rather than the helpless, compliant victim he had so often dreamed about.". Death
lurks everywhere in the Eternal Dungeon . . . even in a torturer's bedroom. Trained as a young man to execute
prisoners by entering their bodies, Layle Smith remains a danger to ...
"'The Eternal Dungeon is my home now,' the High Seeker said. But as he spoke, he lifted his face and looked at
the Vovimian carving, as a man might look at a beloved he must leave forever.". The Seekers (torturers) in the
Eternal Dungeon have always expressed contempt toward the Hidden Dungeon in the neighboring kingdom of
Vovim, whose torturers abuse prisoners without restraint.
The Eternal Dungeon: a Turn-of-the-Century Toughs omnibus. by Dusk Peterson. 4.17 · 53 Ratings · 11
Reviews · published 2010 · 5 editions
The Balance 4: Death Watch, historical speculative fiction novelette in the Eternal Dungeon series: July 2006 to
February 2007 (composition), January 2008 (list edition), April 2010 (web edition), October 2010 (e-book
edition, as part of The Eternal Dungeon: a Turn-of-the-Century Toughs omnibus of historical speculative fiction
novels), April ...
The Seekers of the Eternal Dungeon have always expressed contempt toward the Hidden Dungeon in the
neighboring kingdom of Vovim, whose torturers abuse prisoners without restraint. But the balance between
mercy and hell is not so clear as might be thought, and now that balance is about to tip. Only the strength of love
will determine the paths of two Seekers whose fortunes are bound together.
The Watch Commander-- usually a Watch Master -- is attended by a strategium staff of Librarians, Chaplains
and Dreadnoughts, whilst his Techmarines are entrusted with rule of the Armoury, and his Watch Captains with
the leadership of four largely independent Kill-teams. Though the greater structure of a Watch Fortress is
traditionally kept ...
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